Akar Buffer For Sale

- Brand: Akarmak
- Model – 240 HCX CNC
- Fully computerized CNC controlled buffing machine with expandable hub and rim system
- Capable of buffing to desired radius or undertread
- Programmable tire buffing recipes
- Buffing range for truck tires from 14” through 445/50R22.5
- Convex R115 buffing hub
- Direct link water cooling system
- Siemens PLC control system
- Windows based operating software
- 15” Siemens touch screen control panel
- Remote access to PLC via internet
- Computerized circumference measuring system and magnetic wire sensor
- Built in Transformer
- Available for viewing and testing

Shamrock MARKETING INC.
- CNC BUFFER -

POWER
TOTAL POWER
MIN. AIR PRESSURE
WEIGHT
MODEL AKR 240 HCX
SERIAL No B140407
DATE 2014
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN TURKEY
MANUFACTURED IN TURKEY BY AKAR MAKINA LTD.

V 380 Hz 50
KW 45 A 90
K.Pa 800 bar 8
Kg 4500
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